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Thank you to Charles for allowing us to share this 
comprehensive guide to the language of Free-to-Play with 
12 Stories Tall’s fellow TIGA members. As the network for 
game developers and digital publishers in the UK, facilitating 
the sharing of expertise and experience is once of the core 
purposes for which TIGA exists.

In our fast-moving industry, especially regarding relatively 
new game design and business models like Free-to-Play, 
developing a shared and mutually understood language is 
essential if we are to define and follow best practice. 

I hope this resource proves as useful to you all as I expect it  
to be.

 Dr Richard Wilson, CEO, TIGA 

Welcome to the Dictionary of Free-to-Play Game Design. Free-
to-play is a relatively new field, with a good deal of debate and 
confusion around terms. Wade through a few articles on free-
to-play design, and the need for a reference becomes clear.

This dictionary is a living volume for professionals in a rapidly 
changing field, undergoing regular change and revision. 
Debates over free-to-play still rage and the nomenclature is 
subject to constant negotiation. If you disagree with something, 
your opinions and contributions are important. Please email 
your thoughts to charles@12StoriesTall.com.

One term to immediately address is the definition of the 
“gaming” industry, vis-à-vis the “games” industry. In this 
book, gaming refers to gambling, and “games industry” to 
the broader field of interactive entertainment encompassing 
console, mobile, social and analogue games.

Why write about gambling? The free-to-play games industry 
owes a great deal to gambling. From the whale / dolphin / 
minnow metaphor through basic gambling mechanics like 
near miss, as well as industry-wide adoption of the language 
of behavioral psychology, gambling was there first. They were 
just quiet about it. Anyone who tells you there are no gambling 
mechanics in free-to-play games — whether for adults or 
children — is either poorly informed, or has a financial interest 
in your deception.

It is traditional in free-to-play books to write a page or two 
about why the book isn’t free, excusing a $9.99 retail price 
while extolling the virtues of free. This book is free.

Thanks for checking it out. May it lead you to epic wins.

  Dr Charles Kriel
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Achievements

Achievements are symbolic trophies awarded for acquiring 
skills or demonstrating progress through a game. These 
trophies typically contribute to multithreaded player scores 
on networked leaderboards. Many casual games given 
their limited scope have a maximum possible score, but 
with achievements, leaderboards also display a number of 
badges, trophies, or other symbols, adding complexity and 
richness to the game experience.

Achievements are designed as viral tools. They encourage 
other players to check out games their friends enjoy and 
boast over, however abstractly. Achievements standardize 
and systematize bragging, making it relevant to gameplay. 
They mark the boast as a manageable goal for another 
player to pursue.

Challenges are another form of achievement, where a 
player initiates a challenge to another player by selecting 
one of a set of achievements they’ve completed, and dares 
the other player to accomplish the task. Challenges are also 
issued by the game itself.

Player-to-layer Achievements typically depend on 
connected play, and became ubiquitous across social 
games. Nearly-always-on mobile systems with social layers 
— iOS, for example —exploit achievements’ viral qualities.

Typically operating on a fixed reward schedule, 
achievements can carry both functional and status value.

Achievements also lend themselves to analytics, yielding 
insight into what players enjoy, and given the option, which 
part of the game a player chooses to pursue.

See LEADERBOARDS

Back to INDEX
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Addictive play 

properties

Addictive play properties are mechanics that induce flow 
states, and encourage “just one more” behaviors. In game 
design, Addictive play properties are expressed as positive 
qualities, although addictive as a term is pejorative in clinical 
or regulatory descriptions of video games.

Addictive play mechanics include grind, free spin, the illusion 
of victory, return triggers, coin multipliers, competitive return 
triggers, epic wins, gacha or collection mechanics, intermittent 
variable rewards, etc.

See COIN MULTIPLIER

See COMPETITIVE RETURN TRIGGER

See EPIC WINS

See GACHA

See INTERMITTENT VARIABLE REWARD

See RETURN TRIGGERS

Back to INDEX
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Ambient  

awareness

Ambient awareness is a type of social awareness experienced 
through online social networks. It is “very much like being 
physically near someone and picking up on mood through the 
little things; body language, sighs, stray comments,” according 
to New York Times journalist Clive Thompson. Often through 
mobile devices, which dominate social networks, users 
“capture and produce their own media, and stay in constant 
ambient contact with each other,” according to UC Irvine 
professor Dr. Mimi Ito.

Game executive Dallas Snell argues in Tim Fields and Brandon 
Cotton’s “Social Game Design: Monetization Methods and 
Mechanics” that the content of the thousands of messages 
consumed passively on social networks is less important than 
the presence of the message itself, and how those messages 
lead to an awry awareness of one’s social tribe. In this sense, 
the content of social streams is similar to a phatic expression 
— one whose sole function is to perform a social task, rather 
than convey information.

Snell argues that ambient awareness makes users happier 
and more secure in their social tribes by creating the 
circumstances for a state of homeostasis in the user — one 
where emotions and stresses are in balance. In game design, 
Snell says, “We design the reward mechanisms in our social 
gaming systems to lead them towards homeostasis by taking 
them through the highs of rewards and engagement, and along 
the way they’ll be building the infrastructure around them that 
will be their permanent tribe, permanent friends list, filled 
with the people they like to play with.”

See LEADERBOARDS

Back to INDEX
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Analytics

Analytics are data patterns, read from a number of sources, 
informing developers about the performance of their games. 
Analytics sets range from simple sales data, to tracking of 
individual user journeys, records of users’ spending within 
the game, marketing performance both within and around 
the game, and a game’s overall profitability.

Use of game analytics has increased with online play, 
particularly on mobile platforms. And where analytics might 
historically be used to gather marketing data for premium 
games, they have now also become fundamental to the 
game design process. In free-to-play games, analytics help 
designers tweak game mechanics, art assets, game flow, 
social behaviors, and marketing-to-player features within 
the game.

Some companies push analytics to the edge. In 2011, Ken 
Rudin, a Zynga vice president in charge of its data-analysis 
told the Wall Street Journal, “We’re an analytics company 
masquerading as a games company.”

And ngmoco CEO Neil Young told GamesIndustry 
International, “[T]his is the best time to be a game 
designer…. [Y]ou absolutely know what game design feature 
users are engaging in the most, and paying for the most…. 
[T]he designers and the producers who can really effectively 
blend that highly iterative, deep understanding of what the 
users are doing with strong creative visions … can lead the 
market.”

For ease of understanding, we’ve divided common analytics 
into a number of sub-categories, although practices within 
the industry group them in a number of different ways:

 Daily
  DAU (pronounced like “Tao”) — Daily Active Users, 

the number of users who access the game each day. 
Access / Active can be as simple as starting the game 
and immediately quitting. The figure applies to unique 
players. Often preferred by the design team.

  Monthly
  MAU (pronounced like “Mao”) — Monthly Active Users, 

the number of users accessing a game each month. 
It is the sum of DAU over 30 days. MAU counts unique 
users, not plays. Usually preferred by the business 
team.
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  MAUU (pronounced like “Mao-ooh”) — Monthly Average 
Unique Users is based on the average across several 
months.

  Revenue per User
  ARPU (pronounced like “R-pooh”) — Average Revenue 

Per User is calculated for the entire game. The figure is 
derived by dividing the total revenue of the game by the 
total number of users or players. Arriving at a helpful 
definition of “user” depends on the circumstance, and 
leads to further acronyms, e.g. ARPPU

  ARPPU (pronounced like “ARPA-pooh”) — Average 
Revenue Per Paying User. This is revenue divided by 
players who’ve made a purchase, whether premium or 
in-app, and is expressed across the whole of the game 
or a defined part (v2.0 ARPPU, for example). ARPPU is 
useful as a tool in designing revenue builders, vis-à-vis 
social hooks, across iterations.

  ARPDAU (pronounced like “Arp-Tao”) — Average Revenue 
Per Daily Active User. This expresses the state of a 
game’s take for each user each day, and is useful to 
design teams placing spend opportunities in loops.

  ARPMAU (pronounced like “Arp-Mao”) — Average 
Revenue Per Monthly Active User.

  User
  LTV — Lifetime Value. The lifetime value of a user is 

the profit that user will generate in a game from first 
download to churn. This figure is inclusive of Cost Per 
Acquisition (sometimes referred to as Cost Per Install, 
determining profitability.

  LTNV — Lifetime Network Value is a combination of the 
profit a player will deliver from download to churn with 
the combined profit derived from other players they’ve 
attracted through social networks, recommendations, 
reputation and display, etc. A very difficult number to 
calculate accurately, LTNV is nonetheless useful when 
understanding the importance of social graphs, and 
allocating marketing resources.

  Daily Sessions — the number of play sessions a 
user engages each day. A session could include 
starting the app and checking the game’s status (as in 
LetterPress), several attempts at an endless runner, or 
several hours’ play.

Analytics continued
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  Session Length — Session Length is useful in 
conjunction with Daily Sessions, and is a measure of 
the length of a single play session.

  Language and Region — Both the language a player 
speaks as well as the regional app store they use. This 
is an important measure when determining the degree 
of localization for future iterations.

  Device — Device is not only an indicator of the physical 
device on which a user plays, be it an iPhone, etc., but 
also the operating system and its version.

  Missions, Achievements and Level — These numbers 
measure a player’s progress through the game, both at 
the moment, and when they finally churn, leaving the 
game forever. Useful on several fronts.

  Peak Usage — This is the time of day a user plays 
most. It is most useful for engineers to determine 
server loads for networked play, but is also useful for 
designers trying to understand play patterns, or who 
might want to incorporate temporal localizations — 
changes of color palette based on time-of-day, for 
example. 

 Acquisition
  CPA — Cost Per Acquisition. Sometimes referred to 

as Cost Per Install. CPA tells marketing departments 
and developers the price they pay to acquire a single 
user, whether organically, or more likely, through 
advertising. If CPA remains higher than LTV for too 
long, a game will likely fail.

  Churn Rate — Churn rate is the percentage of 
players who abandon the game forever, and is usually 
expressed as a monthly percentage, or the Monthly 
Churn Rate. Churn is often accompanied by deletion 
from mobile devices, making it particularly difficult to 
reacquire the user.

  Retention — The opposite of Churn. The percentage 
of players who stick with the game. Again, often 
expressed monthly.

  Day One Retention — Many developers feel First Day 
Retention percentages, that is, the number of players 
who play beyond the first day, are a game’s most 
important metric. For most games, players are unlikely 
to spend on the first day.

Analytics continued
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  Conversion Rate — This is the percentage of players 
who shift from free play to premium play, having made 
an in-app purchase. Conversion percentages are often 
expressed in single digits, or decimals.

  Average Daily Conversion — The percentage of 
players who choose to spend money each day. This 
figure differs from Conversion Rate in that, within the 
narrow definition of Average Daily Conversion, a player 
might move from paying to non-paying and back again.

  Game
  ROI — Return On Investment, a key performance 

indicator contrasting total revenue with total spend.

  KPI — Key Performance Indicators. Every metric in 
this list — and many more — are KPIs which yield data 
indicating a game’s success.

  Lifetime Overheads — This is the cost of developing 
a game and keeping it alive. Servers, bandwidth, 
development, new iterations, etc., are all included. 
Marketing costs are typically reserved for CPA.

 Gameplay
  New User Flow — This is the journey a user takes 

when they first enter the game. New User Flow can 
help designers tune game tutorials, introducing 
players to the habit of spending in-game currencies, 
as well as teaching them to play. It is also useful in 
driving First Day Retention numbers.

  Drop Out — A player’s progress at the moment they 
drop out of the game, or churn. This includes levels, 
achievements, etc.

  First Purchase — The point at which a player first 
spends money. This is important in designing New 
User Flow, core loops, and tuning free-to-play 
mechanics.

See FORMULAS

See GOLDEN FEEDBACK LOOP

Back to INDEX

Analytics continued
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Short for Application Programming Interface, an API lets two 
software systems communicate with one another. Typically 
published by a technology owner, APIs should ideally make 
it easy to implement that technology in an app or game. 
Analytics technologies or social mobile games platforms are 
particularly relevant examples for the games industry.

Back to INDEX

Appointment triggers are actions that yield rewards at a set 
time in the future. In Real Racing 3, car upgrades function 
as appointment triggers, taking a certain number of hours 
or days to complete. Players anticipate an enhanced gaming 
experience, knowing when they return they will have a more 
powerful car.

See RETURN TRIGGERS

See WAIT LOOP

Back to INDEX

API

Appointment 

triggers

ARPDAU

ARPDAU (pronounced like “Arp-Tao”) — Average Revenue Per 
Daily Active User. This expresses the state of a game’s take 
for each user each day, and is useful to design teams placing 
spend opportunities in loops.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX
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ARPMAU

ARPMAU (pronounced like “Arp-Mao”) — Average Revenue  
Per Monthly Active User.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

ARPPU (pronounced like “ARPA-pooh”)— Average Revenue 
Per Paying User. This is revenue divided by players who’ve 
made a purchase, whether premium or in-app, and is 
expressed across the whole of the game or a defined part 
(Level 27 ARPPU, for example). ARPPU is useful as a tool in 
designing revenue builders, vis-à-vis social hooks, across 
iterations.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

ARPPU

ARPU (pronounced like “R’-pooh”) — Average Revenue Per 
User is calculated for the entire game. Dividing the total 
revenue of the game by the total number of users or players 
yields the figure. Arriving at a helpful definition of “user” 
depends on the circumstance, and leads to further acronyms, 
e.g. ARPPU.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

ARPU
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Asynchronous and 

synchronous play

The definitions of asynchronous and synchronous gameplay 
are hotly debated topics. On his blog What Games Are, 
Tadhg Kelly cites a debate in the comments of Ian Bogost’s 
“Persuasive Games: From Aberrance to Aesthetics” article to 
highlight the level of confusion surrounding synchrony and its 
opposite.

For Kelly, the definition is simple: synchronous gameplay 
happens when players are in sync with one another in linear 
gametime. Asynchronous gameplay distorts gametime’s 
linearity.

For many others, asynchronous gameplay occurs when 
gametime overlays not-gametime — chess by mail, for 
example, where gameplay extends across weeks, overlaying 
an extended period of real life. Kelly would nonetheless call 
this synchrony, as it is synchronously turn-based — one player 
cannot take their turn until a turn is taken by the other.

Games like the mobile hit Real Racing 3, which features “time-
shifted multiplayer technology”, reveal the level of confusion 
surrounding the issue. This kind of tech lets players, in the 
instance of racing games, compete against other players’ 
previously completed races, but in a format making those 
races appear in sync with the current race.

Samit Sarkar, in an article on Polygon, describes playing in 
“time-shifted multiplayer” mode as “competing with a ‘ghost’ 
run uploaded by another player — you play against an ethereal 
vehicle driving along the exact route that person took, and 
attempt to finish with a better time.” In this instance, however, 
the ghost is corporeal, colliding with your vehicle, impacting 
your race.

Since Real Racing 3, as well as games based on the more 
traditional Mail Chess model like Words With Friends and 
LetterPress, “asynchronous” has come to refer to any game 
that stretches gametime across non-gametime, and is 
frequently used as “asynchronous turn-based”. Synchronous 
usually refers to games played in real-time.

Either way, linear turn-based play, stretched across not-
gametime, functions as a powerful return trigger and viral 
mechanic.

Kelly’s terms possess greater intellectual rigour, but are 
unfortunately trumped by common usage.

See RETURN TRIGGER

Back to INDEX
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Average daily 

conversion

Average Daily Conversion — The percentage of players who 
choose to spend money each day. This figure differs from 
Conversion Rate in that, within the narrow definition of 
Average Daily Conversion, a player might move from paying 
to non-paying and back again.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Balance in free-to-play game design is achieved when 
players feel they can progress logically through a game in a 
fun way without experiencing exploitation, yet the game is 
still rigorously monetized, creating reward for the designers 
and developers.

Good game balance improves game flow, and retains and 
monetizes players.

Over-monetized games tend to repel players, working 
against the developers’ best interests. As such, “Game 
Balancer” has become a new but relatively common job 
description within the games industry.

Back to INDEX

Balance
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Bartle types

Bartle types are categories of so-called “player psychology” 
based on a 1996 paper, “Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, Spades: 
Players Who Suit MUDs,” by Richard Bartle, a British games 
writer.

In Bartle’s bowdlerized version of the psychology of 
game players, he divides them into four camps — Killers, 
Achievers, Socializers and Explorers, assigning each a card 
suit, based on their behavior: clubs, diamonds, hearts, and 
spades, respectively.

According to Bartle’s vision, Achievers fetishize points 
and score, privileging status rewards. The play behavior 
of Explorers’ (dubbed ‘Spades’ for their tendency to dig 
around) orients around discovery and detail. Socializers 
are driven by social play, as their name indicates, with the 
game acting as a bridge between players. Killers are highly 
competitive, and prefer player vs. player transactions.

In psychological theory and practice, typology was left on 
the shelf some decades ago. Bartle’s types grossly over-
simplify player psychology, and as such are nearly unusable 
except as retrospectively causal descriptions of player 
journeys originating in design mechanics. They persist 
despite this, particularly in free-to-play and online multi-
player circles.

Back to INDEX
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Behavioral  

economics

Behavioral economics is a theory stating that there are 
important psychological and behavioral variables involved in 
the economic decisions of consumers. 

Behavioral economists are interested in the same topics 
that interest economists: why people buy, how they make 
decisions, the right mechanisms in markets, etc. However, 
where economists operate from a rationalist’s perspective, 
psychologists know that people act irrationally and that 
emotional experiences often override cognition. Emotions 
often control decisions, engagement and experiences — we 
feel more than we think. Behavioral economics also suggests 
that we all have a number of cognitive bias’s that influence our 
behavior and further influence our irrational choices.

Back to INDEX

Biometric playtesting is a form of user experience evaluation 
that measures the relationship between in-game events and a 
player’s feelings and emotions, using biometric feedback.

Free-to-play games have placed developers under extreme 
financial pressure from a number of sources. Players do not 
want to pay for games, and investors are skittish about games, 
viewing hits as one-offs. This forces developers to release 
minimum viable products and use the profits from these first 
iteration releases for further development.

Developers are using biometric playtesting as one of the most 
effective means of tweaking free-to-play game mechanics for 
first iteration profitability. Studios with rumoured in-house 
biometric playtesting facilities include Valve Software and 
Electronic Arts.

See MINIMUM VIABLE PRODUCT

Back to INDEX

Biometric 

playtesting
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Bite-sized  

gaming experience

Bite-sized gaming experiences are key components of casual 
games featuring easy pause and restart mechanics. In “Social 
Game Design”, former OMGPOP Studio Head Everett Lee 
uses the metaphor of stop-and-go traffic, calling games built 
around bite-sized experiences “traffic stop games”. They are 
easily put down and picked up again, consistently delivering 
satisfactory gaming experiences in a few seconds.

Game designers aiming to create bite-sized experiences pay 
particular attention to the ease of exit and re-entry within a 
game.

Back to INDEX

Once broadly dismissed by the games industry, casual gamers 
were players who neither read the games industry press, nor 
followed release dates or game charts. More recently, they 
are characterized as gamers who don’t read game blogs or 
reviews outside the App Store, and would be unlikely to refer to 
themselves as “gamers”.

However, casual gamers are also where the new audience lies, 
particularly in free-to-play games, and the games industry 
now pays a great deal more attention. Most Facebook gamers 
are casual, although the rise of use of the Unity game engine 
for Facebook games may well change this. Most mobile users 
play casual games, although again, Unity may impact that as 
well.

See BITE-SIZED GAMING EXPERIENCE

See ACHIEVEMENTS

Back to INDEX

Casual  

gamer
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Churn effect

Churn Effect occurs when a user “plays to extinction”, or plays 
until their funds are depleted. This term is typically related 
to gambling, and shouldn’t be confused with Churn or Churn 
Rate.

In “Addiction by Design”, Natasha Dow Schüll relates Churn 
Effect to hold and payout percentages. The hold percentage is 
the ratio of money received to money paid out by the house. If 
the hold percentage on a blackjack table is 10%, that means 
the table keeps $10 on average for each $100 bet.

There is a common misperception that hold percentages 
are calculated across an entire day. This is an arbitrary time 
period — particularly in 24-hour casinos — and is misleading. 
Hold percentages count across each transaction and are 
cumulative. For this reason it is more useful to discuss payout 
percentage or return-to-player, both inversions of hold 
percentage.

If the hold percentage is 10%, return-to-player is 90%. The 
cumulative effect is clear. On a single bet transaction, for each 
dollar wagered, the theoretical or average payout is $0.90. A 
player with $100 will quickly “play to extinction” and churn out 
of the gambling session.

See CHURN RATE

Back to INDEX

Churn rate is the percentage of players who abandon the game 
forever, and is usually expressed as a monthly percentage, or 
the Monthly Churn Rate. Churn is often accompanied by app 
deletion from mobile devices, making it particularly difficult to 
reacquire the user.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Churn rate
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Coin multiplier

Coin multipliers lie at the core of a video slot machine format 
popularized by Bally in the 1960s, although it was first 
introduced in 1941. In this format, gamblers can wager several 
coins per turn, with each coin multiplying potential payback.

The traditional and somewhat mythic slot machine contains 
three fruits in a row. In the late 1960s, Bally introduced 
multiline machines with a three by three grid of fruits. Players 
could bet on the top row, middle row, or bottom row, with 
each new coin activating a new row. Diagonals were later 
introduced. This gave gamblers five possible matches for each 
spin, and a better than 50% chance of winning on at least one 
line during a gambling transaction.

Natasha Dow Schüll points out that this innovation increased a 
gambler’s time-on-device, increasing time within a flow state, 
raising each player’s continuous gaming productivity, as well 
as the addictive qualities of the game’s mechanics. With each 
spin, a player could wager as many as five coins.

Coin multipliers paved the way for contemporary video slots, 
where players can win in hundreds of ways with each turn. 
This also made the reintroduction of penny slots profitable in 
gambling, with players making hundreds of bets for each turn.

See ADDICTIVE PLAY PROPERTIES

See CONTINUOUS GAMING PRODUCTIVITY

See FLOW

See TIME-ON-DEVICE

See VIDEO POKER

Back to INDEX

Retention mechanics based around competition with other 
players. Leaderboards and achievements are the most 
common examples.

see RETURN TRIGGERS

Back to INDEX

Competitive  

return  

trigger
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Compulsion loop

A compulsion loop is the mechanic that keeps a player 
engaged, and is interchangeable with “core loop”, as a term.

See CORE LOOP

Back to INDEX

This is the percentage of players who shift from free play to 
premium play, having made an in-app purchase. Conversion 
percentages are often single digits.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Casinos seek to maximize the amount of money wagered by 
each gambler, as well as the number of wagers placed, for the 
longest period of time: this in order to accelerate play, extend 
its duration, increase the total amount spent, and create 
continuous gaming productivity.

In describing the task of “expediting continuous gaming 
productivity” for her article “A Typology of Technology 
Applications to Expedite Gaming Productivity,” Leslie 
Cumming (as cited by Natasha Dow Schüll) explains: “While 
the term productivity often refers to measures such as output 
per worker … gaming productivity refers to wagering action 
(play) per patron per interval. Expediting refers to advancing 
and facilitating gaming action so that players can be more 
productive because their play is faster, extends for a longer 
interval, and/ or involves more dollars placed at risk (wagered) 
per period than otherwise would be expected.”

Back to INDEX

Continuous  

gaming 

productivity

Conversion rate
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Core loop

Core loops are the most important components of free-to-play 
games. A core loop is an action / result mechanic, most often 
configured as action Ð reward, and is a term used across the 
whole of game design.

In the context of free-to-play, and particularly in grind 
mechanics, the action to reward loop is often augmented by 
a power-up or upgrade. Players complete a level, receive 
coins, and use the coins to acquire upgrades with a functional 
advantage — more powerful weapons, faster cars, etc.

See FUNCTIONAL ADVANTAGE

See GRIND

See POWER-UPS

See WAIT LOOP

Back to INDEX

The cover charge was an interim financial model in free-to-
play monetization mechanics. Users could download games 
free, but they were required to spend a small amount of 
money before they were able to play. In exchange for this 
charge, players were usually given a token amount of in-game 
currency. Developers felt this guaranteed revenue.

This model rarely succeeds in contemporary free-to-play 
games.

See CURRENCY

Back to INDEX

Cover  

charge
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CPA

Cost Per Acquisition. Often referred to as Cost Per Install. CPA 
tells marketing departments and developers the price they pay 
to acquire a single user, whether organically, or more likely, 
through advertising. If CPA remains higher than LTV for too 
long, a game will fail financially.

See ANALYTICS

See LTV

Back to INDEX

Currency in games refers to in-game or virtual currencies — 
mediums of exchange through which players acquire power-
ups, upgrades, unlocks and virtual goods with either functional 
or status value.

Nearly all sophisticated free-to-play games — that is, games 
that go beyond simple pay-to-unlock mechanics — maintain 
in-game or virtual economies. In-game currency is acquired 
through both core loop mechanics and through purchases 
with real money. Rather than use, say, real dollars with a one-
to-one exchange rate within a game, virtual currencies are 
preferred by free-to-play games designers as they introduce 
a level of abstraction between real money and the in-game 
exchange medium. This keeps players confused about the 
real-world value of the in-game currency. This helps keep the 
mental transaction cost of a real-to-virtual currency exchange 
high, encouraging players to make the purchase rather than 
mentally resolve the value of the exchange.

See DENOMINATION OF PLAY

See MENTAL TRANSACTION COST

See POWER-UPS

Back to INDEX

Currency
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Daily prizes

Daily prizes are rewards offered to players at the first 
session of play in a single day. They are return triggers, 
designed to increase retention. Other examples include 
mystery boxes, lottery tickets, free spins, etc.

See FREE SPIN

See RETURN TRIGGERS

Back to INDEX

Daily Sessions — the number of play sessions a user 
engages in each day. A session could include starting the 
app and checking the game’s status (as in LetterPress), 
several attempts at an endless runner, or several hours’ 
play.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

DAU (pronounced like “Tao”) — Daily Active Users, the 
number of users who access the game each day. Access / 
Active can be as simple as starting the game and quitting 
immediately. The figure applies to unique players. Often 
preferred by the design team.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Daily sessions

DAU
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Day one  

retention

Day One Retention — Many developers feel First Day 
Retention percentages, that is, the number of players who 
play beyond the first day, are a game’s most important 
metric. For most games, players are unlikely to spend on 
the first day.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Denomination of play is synonymous with the exchange 
rate between real-world money and in-game currency. 
Denomination of play is a concept familiar to both free-to-
play games and gambling, designed to introduce a layer 
of abstraction between the real world money a player is 
spending, and the in-game currency used in a transaction. 
On multiline video slots, a player will hold a number of “coin 
credits” — which may or may not bear a direct relationship 
with real currency — and can wager as many or as few of 
those credits as they choose.

In free-to-play games, the same concept of “coins” is 
typically used as an in-game currency, with the “exchange 
rate” between coins and real-world money further confused 
by offers of limited-time discounts on coin purchases, or 
large coin rewards as a return trigger.

The abstraction is used as a mechanic to discourage the 
player from reflecting on how much they might be spending 
in a single transaction. The fear is that if a player realizes 
one coin equals one dollar, they might prefer a real-world 
object over a virtual item.

See CURRENCY

See MENTAL TRANSACTION COST

See MULTILINE SLOT MACHINES

See RETURN TRIGGER

See VIDEO POKER

Back to INDEX

Denomination  

of play
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Device

Device — Device is not only an indicator of the physical 
device on which a user plays, be it an iPhone, etc., but also 
the operating system and its version.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Drop Out — a player’s progress at the moment they drop  
out of the game, or churn. This includes levels, 
achievements, etc.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Dynamic Play Rate is a gambling machine user experience 
feature created in the late 1990’s by Silicon Gaming. The 
feature was first used in Phantom Belle, a video poker 
machine sporting animated hands dealing cards. The 
feature detects the speed at which players engage with the 
machine and changes the pace of animations accordingly. 
This decreases both player frustration and confusion, giving 
gamblers a better gaming experience. But, as stated in 
Silicon Gaming’s patent application, it also “increase[s] the 
rate at which revenue can be generated for the proprietor of 
the machine.”

Back to INDEX

Drop out

Dynamic play rate
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Entry event 

distribution

Entry events are key for social and mobile free-to-play 
games. An entry event is the first thing a player does when 
they enter the game. Blogger Matt Fairchild points out 
that players who have received a gift via a social network 
are most likely to check out the gift first when they return 
to the game. By tracking the distribution of these events 
across the player base, developers can determine the best 
mechanics for retention.

Back to INDEX

Epic wins are rewards that are simultaneously improbable, 
rewarding and achieved via an ambiguously defined route. 
This fuzzy definition, combined with the large potential 
windfall, makes epic wins attractive events for gamers, 
despite their improbability.

See INTERMITTENT VARIABLE REWARD

Back to INDEX

Events in free-to-play games are sales on in-game currency 
or merchandise, including boosts, upgrades, virtual items, 
etc. Like real world retail sales, they often coincide with 
holidays, significant game anniversaries, etc., and act as 
return triggers.

See RETURN TRIGGER

Back to INDEX

Epic wins

Event
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First purchase

First Purchase — the point at which a player first spends 
money. This is important in designing New User Flow, core 
loops, and tuning free-to-play mechanics

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Mihály Csíkszentmihályi, a University of Chicago Psychology 
professor, described flow as a state of complete absorption. 
Also described as an optimal state of intrinsic motivation, 
single-minded immersion, and positive hyperfocus, flow 
in games is sometimes referred to as the “Flow Zone” and 
occupies a corridor between the challenge to the player and 
the player’s ability. Users in the Flow Zone are suspended 
between a kind of anxiety in the face of challenge, and 
boredom at their own potentially excellent performance.

In the gaming industry, slot machine designers target 
flow states as a tool in the encouragement of play-to-
extinction behaviors. In free-to-play games, flow is more 
often achieved while players are grinding, making its use 
as a theory in the free-to-play parts of game design both 
controversial and subject to debate.

Back to INDEX

Flow
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Formulas

Will Luton, in his excellent “Free-to-Play: Making Money 
From Games You Give Away”, describes the mathematical 
relationships between free-to-play metrics as Money 
Formulas. He lays out a number of equations used to 
calculate a game’s financial performance, as well as 
players’ engagement, drop out rates, etc.

 Daily Revenue — DAU X ARPDAU = Daily Revenue

  Daily Revenue gives a figure for a game’s daily gross 
take, without regard to overheads or profit.

  Monthly Revenue — MAU X ARPMAU = Monthly 
Revenue

  Lifetime Value — (ARPMAU / Monthly Churn Rate) - 
(CPA + Lifetime Overheads) = LTV

  Unlike Daily or Monthly Revenue, Lifetime Value 
focuses on profit. 

 Profit — Users X LTV = Profit

  Although profit is more commonly arrived at using 
gross minus overheads formulas, in free-to-play 
games it’s often more useful to take the long road, 
establishing player-driven daily and monthly revenue 
figures, churn, and the cost of acquiring a single 
player.

 Engagement — DAU / MAU = Engagement

  Expressed as a percentage, this figure denotes the 
number of users returning to the game daily. Players 
who do not return regularly tend not to spend money. 
Luton points out that marketing drives can increase 
DAU in bursts, skewing its relationship to MAU, and 
delivering a false figure. He therefore recommends 
Frequency Of Use or Daily Sessions as better metrics.

 Retention — 1 - Churn = Retention

  The percentage of users a game maintains in a given 
month is Retention. A Retention rate of 35% means 
that percentage of players did not quit the game in a 
given month.
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 Churn — 1 - Retention = Churn

  Conversely, Churn is the percentage of players who 
leave in a given month. In the above example, 1 − 35% 
[Retention] = 65% [Churn]

 Conversion Rate — ARPU / ARPPU = Conversion

  ARPU and ARPPU are easy to confuse. ARPU is the 
average spend of each player, including non-paying 
players. ARPPU averages the spend of converted 
users. Conversion expresses the percentage of 
players who have made that first purchase, moving 
from non-paying to paying players.

  If ARPU is $0.99, and ARPPU is $9.90, then the 
Conversion Rate is 10%.

  Cost Per Acquisition — New Users / Marketing Cost = 
CPA

  Cost Per Acquisition has become more of an issue 
for developers since marketing campaigns have 
become more sophisticated. As the App Store 
matures, visibility has decreased significantly, with 
more players competing for users’ attention. By 
dividing Marketing Costs by the number of New Users 
acquired, Cost Per Acquisition is calculated. This 
tends to be a “lifetime” cost, and is set against LTV 
to determine profit. If CPA rises above LTV, the game 
loses money.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Formulas continued
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Free spin

The free spin mechanism is one of the fundamental tools 
of addictive gameplay, and is not only used as a gambling 
mechanic, it is also a regular part of Zynga and Playdom’s 
social games on Facebook, and many free-to-play mobile 
games.

Free spins randomly offer players the opportunity to win 
in-game currency or a rare item. These spins are best 
implemented in concert with the intermittent variable 
reward mechanic, providing a logical mechanism for the 
quantitative variable. These are often dropped into a game 
at least once per play session, their frequency increasing 
as a player begins to run low on some currency-based 
resource in the game. Or they are used as a return trigger.

The preferred reward from a free spin is a low-value 
currency which is usually spent increasing the length of the 
gameplay session, or the player’s time-on-device. This is, 
however, subject to both fashion, and design principles.

Free spins are not necessarily literal spins, as in roulette or 
slot wheels.

The free spin mechanic’s operant conditioning effect is 
similar to that of the intermittent variable reward mechanic, 
using chance as a motivator.

See INTERMITTENT VARIABLE REWARD

See RETURN TRIGGER

See VIRTUAL REEL MAPPING

Back to INDEX
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Freemium /  

free-to-play

Freemium games are games that are free to install and 
play, but that also contain virtual goods and currencies 
acquired through in-app purchases yielding functional 
advantage and status to the player. They differ structurally 
from premium games — where in the latter all players 
are equal, in freemium games paying players possess an 
advantage that can only be met by free players if they grind.

Once confined largely to MMOs, the free-to-play business 
model for games dominates the South Korean and Chinese 
games markets, and has become the go-to games business 
model for the rest of the world since Apple’s late 2009 
announcement that they would allow in-app purchases in 
free games.

Although some commentators make a fine distinction 
between freemium and free-to-play, the terms are largely 
interchangeable.

See GRIND

Back to INDEX

Functional advantage is used to describe virtual items 
purchased to change a play quality in a meaningful way. 
This usually means giving the player an advantage they did 
not previously possess, enhancing their play experience. 
This can include more powerful weapons or tools, stronger 
armor, additional energy, etc.

In free-to-play games, it is often said that functional 
advantage purchases are ways of acquiring time — the 
user is buying the ability to progress through the game 
more quickly — and that players only ever purchase time or 
status. As such, virtual goods with functional advantage are 
often contrasted against status or vanity items.

See POWER-UPS

See STATUS ITEMS

Back to INDEX

Functional 

advantage 
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Funnel

“The funnel” refers to the acquisition-retention-
monetization (ARM) model in free-to-play games. First, 
players are acquired through some form of marketing, 
whether paid, social or organic. Once acquired, a player 
must be retained, as players cannot spend if they aren’t 
playing. Finally, players are monetized — encouraged to 
make in-app purchases.

This model of “the funnel” is based on the awareness-
interest-desire-action purchase funnel model created in 
1898 by adman Elias St. Elmo Lewis. Developers Playfish 
created their own take on the ARM model, using the terms 
“Viral Distribution, Engagement and Microtransactions”.

See PYRAMID

Back to INDEX

Gacha is a genre of collectible card game ubiquitous across 
Japanese and Southeast Asian pop culture. Gacha’s roots 
lie in Gashapon, a brand of bulk-vended capsule toy sold by 
Bandai. The name is onomatopoeic, combining two sounds 
— gasha (or gacha) for the sound of the vending machine 
crank turning, and pon, the sound the capsule makes when 
it drops into the dispenser.

Gashapon toys are a world away from the cheap plastic 
spiders and rubber snakes of North American vending 
machines. Gashapon cost around five dollars, and rare 
toys fetch considerably more through online second-hard 
markets. Gashapon are released in sets, and the design of 
the vending machines makes it impossible to know what toy 
the buyer might receive next.

This random payout mechanism was adapted to the digital 
space in the 1980s — Legend of Zelda games (Oracle 
of Ages, Oracle of Seasons and The Minish Cap) feature 
“Gasha Trees”, and both Super Smash Brothers and Sonic 
the Hedgehog 3 feature gashapon-inspired mechanics.

Gashapon-inspired mechanics developed into full-blown 
gacha social mobile games in the noughties, first through 
the development of an unlocking mechanism. SD Gundam 

Gacha
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Gashapon Wars let players unlock in-game characters 
by buying real-world gashapon figurines, then entering 
passcodes bundled into the figurine capsules.

Social mobile games companies GREE, DeNA, Mixi, 
CyberAgent, Dwango and NHN Japan evolved the 
mechanic, and today, most games produced by these 
companies includes the gacha mechanic. (When Popcap 
localized Bejeweled Blitz for the Japanese market, they 
implemented gacha.)

In its current social mobile iteration, the gacha mechanic 
offers intermittent opportunities to collect virtual cards 
or objects. These can be daily offers, can be based on 
progression through a level or an exercise, or can be 
purchased. Players find the mechanic highly addictive and 
have driven profits to Japanese companies promoting this 
type of gameplay — Zynga, who had not yet used gacha, 
market capped at $2.3 billion 18 August 2012 (NASDAQ), 
compared to gacha-masters GREE and DeNA, taking $4 
billion and $4.2 billion respectively (Tokyo Stock Exchange).

A particularly lucrative and addictive form of gacha called 
“kompu gacha” (complete gacha) was outlawed by the 
Japanese Consumer Affairs Agency in 2012. Kompu gacha 
games promised very rare “grand prizes”, awarded only 
on the accumulation of four other collectibles. JCAA 
felt this disproportionately encouraged users to make 
micropayments to take their chances on collecting the 
fourth, final card needed to create a “complete gacha”.

See INTERMITTENT VARIABLE REWARD

See RARITY

Back to INDEX

Gacha continued
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Gold farmers 

Gold farmers are usually sweatshop laborers based in 
developing economies like China and poorer Southeast 
Asian countries, hired to create and sell MMO in-game 
currency (or powered-up characters) acquired through 
grinding. Gold farmers are a symptom of grind-heavy, 
currency-based MMO games without convenience 
purchasing features, and the rise of gold farming is often 
regarded a pre-cursor to the current in-app purchasing 
culture surrounding casual mobile games.

See CURRENCY

See GRIND

See POWER-UPS

Back to INDEX

Also known as the Angry Birds Effect, a golden feedback 
loop occurs when a game’s marketing is driven through 
primarily-organic means — so much so the game is able to 
maintain a high position in sales charts for several years. 
Golden feedback loops are created through a combination 
of high quality characteristics (gameplay, graphics, 
uniqueness, etc.), great reviews, regular press references, 
strong word-of-mouth (either through social networks, or 
even more effectively, face-to-face), feature positioning at 
the retail level, and luck.

There is no formula to guarantee an effective golden 
feedback strategy.

Examples: Minecraft, Candy Crush Saga, Clash of Clans, 
Hay Day, Kingdoms of Camelot: Battle for the North, Fruit 
Ninja, Doodle Jump, Cut the Rope, Words with Friends, Tiny 
Wings, and of course Angry Birds.

Back to INDEX

Golden  

feedback  

loop
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Grind

Grind mechanics are repetitive tasks players must perform 
before advancing through a game, or leveling-up. At the 
end of each successful play transaction in a grind loop, a 
player is given a reward, which can then be used to level-up, 
power-up, advance, etc.

Grind serves several functions — first, as an active 
substitute for wait loops, compelling players in free-to-play 
games to pay their way through repetitive tasks. They are 
also used to induce psychological flow states for players 
in skill-based games, creating compulsion and addictive 
qualities in the game.

See CORE LOOP

See FLOW

See POWER-UP

See WAIT LOOP

Back to INDEX

An intermittent variable reward is an incentive given to a 
player at irregular intervals, and in wildly varying quantity.

As it sounds, there are two variables to this mechanic — one 
temporal, and one quantitative.

In the first instance, users are encouraged to expect an 
incentive near a point on a cycle — say, and strictly for 
example as it is a gross simplification, at the top of each 
hour — but that point is varied, or sometimes eliminated. In 
this example, the reward might be received anywhere from 
ten minutes before the top of the hour to ten minutes after.

The second variable concerns the amount of the reward. 
It could be so substantial as to significantly impact the 
player’s experience, usually for the better, or so minuscule 
as to disappoint the player.

This mechanic is often coupled with the free spin mechanic, 
and is particularly addictive.

Intermittent 

variable reward
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“[O]ne of the most dependable findings of operant 
conditioning is that random rewards are more motivating 
than predictable ones. If slot machines delivered £1 every 
time you inserted 50p, you might use them, but you’d 
never get addicted. Rightly or wrongly, the unique power 
of ‘intermittent variable rewards’ makes them perfect for 
manipulating others.”

 Oliver Burkeman, the Guardian

Intermittent variable rewards can be placed throughout a 
game. Return-to-play bonuses are a common site in mobile 
games: each time a player returns to the game on a given 
day, they are offered a varying cache of in-game currency. 
This is variable, but not intermittent. If the reward were 
given every third day, with a one day variable, it would 
constitute an intermittent variable reward.

Temporal and quantitative inconsistency adds to the 
addictive qualities of a reward. As Karen Pryor pointed out 
in her animal training book, “Don’t Shoot The Dog!”, an 
aquarium dolphin given a fish every sixth jump will soon 
perform poorly on the five in between. A random amount 
of fish on a random jump is a far greater and perhaps 
ironically, a more reliable and consistent motivator.

See CURRENCY

See FREE SPIN

See RETURN TRIGGER

Back to INDEX

Intermittent variable 
reward continued
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K factor

K factor is a measure of virality, and is expressed as the 
product of the rate of infection and the conversion rate.

In marketing, the confluence between infection rates and 
conversion rates is counterintuitive. For simplicity, a K 
factor of 1 occurs when every player brings another player 
to a game.

Back to INDEX

Language and Region — Both the language a player speaks 
as well as the store they use. This is an important measure 
when determining the degree of localization for future 
iterations.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Leaderboards are competitive return triggers, pitting 
one player against another — either known personally or 
through a competitive interest graph.

Leaderboards are loosely based on traditional league 
tables in sports, and rank players against one another in 
descending order. These rankings can be based on a brute 
score, or could be based on nuanced combinations of 
achievements, score, energy, etc.

An important rule within free-to-play game design is that 
the amount of in-game currency held should never impact 
a player’s leaderboard ranking. This would fetishize the 
currency, making it collectible rather than an in-game asset 
or tool, and discourages spending.

See ACHIEVEMENTS

See CURRENCY

See RETURN TRIGGER

Back to INDEX

Language  

and Region

Leaderboards
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Lifetime  

overheads

Lifetime Overheads — This is the cost of developing a game 
and keeping it running. Servers, bandwidth, development, 
new iterations, etc., are all included. Marketing costs are 
typically reserved for CPA.

See ANALYTICS

See CPA

Back to INDEX

Loss aversion is a human characteristic that describes 
how people are intrinsically afraid of losses. People dislike 
losing more than they like winning. Thus losses loom larger 
than gains even though the value in monetary terms may 
be identical. People also seem hard-wired psychologically 
to engage in overcoming or protecting against loss events. 
Stefan Feld’s “In the Year of the Dragon” may be a good 
example of loss aversion stimulating players to engage 
with gameplay. Every year, players are faced with negative 
effects: disease kills people if there aren’t enough healers; 
Mongols kill your population if there aren’t enough 
warriors; the Emperor takes people if taxes aren’t paid; and 
the drought kills people if palaces aren’t supplied. Players 
are faced with buckets  of misfortune that they struggle 
to keep up with. Yet despite this (surprisingly), it doesn’t 
exhaust the players’ aversion to loss through wanting to play 
through the game. Another good example of loss aversion 
maintaining player engagement is Farmville. Here, crops or 
other possessions decay unless the player logs in frequently 
taps into the loss averse tendency of users with the goal 
enticing the users to return in the game and consequently 
increasing customer retention.

Back to INDEX

Loss  

aversion
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Losses  

disguised as wins

Losses disguised as wins are a form of quasi-victory 
wherein a player wins during a transaction or turn — with 
all the player delight inherent — yet loses resources 
nonetheless.

This recently invented way of losing, where there is 
only a sense of winning, is core to the gaming industry, 
particularly on multiline slots and video poker machines. 
Because players make several wagers, in a single turn, on 
matches across rows, columns, diagonals and patterns, it 
is possible to win a number of times on each transaction. 
Simultaneously, players can also lose many times. Wins 
are celebrated with flashing lights, bells, graphics, etc., 
appealing to player delight and yielding an ambient sense 
of winning, even if a player only wins 15 coins when they’ve 
wagered a total of 25.

As game designer and consultant John Wilson writes in his 
“Meaningful Hit Frequency” series, quoted in Dow Schüll, 
“By creating wins where players receive less than their 
wager, we give them a sense of winning but also continue to 
accrue [their] credits.”

See NEAR MISS

See MULTILINE SLOT MACHINES

See PLAYER DELIGHT

Back to INDEX

LTNV — Lifetime Network Value is a combination of the 
profit a player will deliver from download to churn with the 
combined profit derived from other players they’ve attracted 
through social networks, recommendations, reputation and 
display, etc. A very difficult number to calculate accurately, 
LTNV is nonetheless useful when understanding the 
importance of the social graphs, and allocating marketing 
resources.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

LTNV
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LTV

LTV — Lifetime Value. The Lifetime Value of a user is the 
profit that user will generate in a game from first download 
to churn. This figure is inclusive of Cost Per Acquisition, 
determining profitability. 

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

MAU (pronounced like “Mao”) — Monthly Active Users, the 
number of users accessing a game each month. It is the 
summation of DAU over 30 days. MAU counts unique users, 
not plays. Usually preferred by the business team.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

MAUU — Monthly Average Unique Users is based on the 
average across several months.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

MAU

MAUU
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Mental transaction 

cost

A behavioral economics concept created by Nick Szabo, 
mental transaction cost (in the context of free-to-play) is 
the cognitive tax on a player making a purchasing decision. 
Szabo points out that the mental transaction cost for a 
player offered a price drop from $2 to $1 is considerably 
higher than the mental cost to a player of a drop from $1 
to free. In the first instance, the player must decide the 
relative value, to them, of $1 spent, $1 saved, and the item 
purchased. In the second instance, they must only realize 
the product costs nothing, and will invest no notable mental 
effort in “valuing” the transaction.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Minimum viable product is a concept grown from Agile 
software development, where a software product is developed 
as a series of viably releasable iterations. The minimum viable 
product is the least feature-rich version a developer can 
reasonably release on the market.

More than a prototype, the MVP serves a number of functions: 
to collect data and opinions of early adopters to include 
in future iterations; to collect playtesting data on game 
mechanics, user experience and monetized mechanics; and, 
arguably most important, to produce early revenue to finance 
later game releases.

Working toward MVP as a first release is critical in markets 
where investors are bearish, and developers find themselves 
bootstrapping first releases. MVPs are often released in limited 
markets — Canada, New Zealand, or the UAE for example — 
where consumer habits are similar to large markets like the 
US and Australia, but the market’s media is largely ignored on 
the global stage.

In 2013, the use of limited market release MVPs saw CPAs 
rise as high as $2.50 in Canada. Inflation at this level forces 
developers to increase spend on playtesting before first 
release. In light of this, many developers have turned to 
Biometric Playtesting in developing their MVPs and early 
iterations.

See BIOMETRIC PLAYTESTING

See ACHIEVEMENTS

Back to INDEX

Minimum viable 

product
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Missions,  

Achievements  

and Level

Missions, Achievements and Level — These numbers 
measure a player’s progress through the game, both at the 
moment, and when they finally churn and leave the game 
forever. Useful on several fronts.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Know in Australia as “pokies” (players must poke buttons), 
and in North America as Australian-format slots, multiline slot 
machines allow gamblers to wager on several rows matches, 
as well as diagonal and patterned matches. This style of play 
intensifies hit frequency, time-on-device, and rates of player 
reinforcement and retention.

Many of these slots are based on Bally’s coin multiplier 
machines.

See COIN MULTIPLIER

See TIME-ON-DEVICE

See VIRTUAL REEL MAPPING

Back to INDEX

Multiline slot 

machines
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Near miss

Near misses are failures to reach a goal, marked by both 
their proximity to success, but also by the amount of 
feedback given to a subject. In a near miss, the player must 
be made aware they nearly had a “hit”, even when they 
didn’t. As such, in literal terms, a near miss is a fiction.

Near misses are a fundamental part of operant conditioning 
in both return triggers and in casino gambling, where they 
were made possible by virtual reel mapping.

Psychologist R. L. Reid of the University of Exeter states 
in “The Psychology of the Near Miss”, “Near misses are 
widely believed to encourage future play, even … where the 
probability of winning remains constant from trial to trial.”

Natasha Dow Schüll states near misses create a 
“perceptual distortion of the odds” of winning.

Near misses are most frequently implemented by free-to-
play game designers in free spin rewards used as return 
triggers.

See FREE SPIN

See RETURN TRIGGERS

See VIRTUAL REEL MAPPING

Back to INDEX

New User Flow — This is the journey a user takes when they 
first enter the game. New User Flow can help designers tune 
game tutorials, introducing players to the habit of spending 
in-game currencies, as well as teaching them to play. It is also 
useful in driving First Day Retention numbers.

See ANALYTICS

See DAY ONE RETENTION

See SOCIAL PROOF

Back to INDEX

New User  

Flow
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Pareto  

distribution

Created by Vilfredo Pareto, the Pareto distribution is a 
power law probability distribution in mathematics used to 
describe social (and other) phenomena, and is frequently 
used in the investment and banking industries. Pareto 
originally used the formula to communicate wealth and 
income distributions (for example, 30% of the population 
might account for 70% of the income), where a very 
small percentage of the sample accounts for the largest 
accounting of resources. In free-to-play games it is often 
cited to demonstrate the relationship between paying 
players and free players, where most of a game’s revenues 
come from 10% of the players (and often 3% of paying 
players).

Pareto distribution is used in free-to-play design to 
illustrate whale / dolphin / minnow behaviors, but is rarely 
cited by name.

See WHALE

Back to INDEX

When players are able to purchase functional advantage 
power-ups that throw the game out of balance, the game is 
considered pay-to-win. Even in situations where a player can 
grind their way to competitive equivalence, this imbalance in a 
game discourages the retention of new players where player-
vs-player competition is emphasized, or leaderboards are 
privileged.

Pay-to-win MMOs are particularly frustrating for new players, 
where whale behaviors can often lead to the bullying of new 
players.

See BALANCE

See GRIND

See POWER-UPS

See WHALE

Back to INDEX

Pay-to-win
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Payout  

percentage

see CHURN EFFECT

Back to INDEX

Peak Usage — This is a metric stating the time of day a user 
most often plays. It is useful for engineers to determine server 
loads for networked play, but is also useful for designers 
trying to understand play patterns, or who might even want to 
incorporate temporal localizations — changes of color palette, 
for example. 

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Peggling, both a free-to-play and premium monetization 
mechanic, is a method of boosting revenue by adjusting the 
price of either the app itself, or the in-app purchases.  In the 
first instance, it is an attempt to raise the app’s chart position 
in the paid charts, or free charts if the price is temporarily 
dropped to zero. If the manipulation is wrapped around the 
price of in-app purchases, the Peggling is meant to drive the 
app’s position in the top-grossing charts.

Peggling is named for the classic game, Peggle, whose price 
was regularly changed to manipulate its chart position.

Back to INDEX

Peak Usage 

Peggling
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Pinch points are related to supplies of limited resources. 
When the supply reaches the point at which a player becomes 
concerned, and is most likely to make an in-app purchase, the 
supply has reached the pinch point.

Limited resources might include energy, as an example. If 
energy is the essential component for the player to accomplish 
their task, and the player has more than enough energy from 
the very start, they may never understand the value of energy, 
and are unlikely to make an in-app purchase. It is also likely 
the challenge will decrease to the point that the player churns.

Designers must be careful to provide the user with enough 
energy to play around with, demonstrating its value and ability 
to deliver an enhanced game experience.

And finally, the designer must provide an opportunity to grind 
for energy, otherwise non-paying players are likely to churn.

Finding the pinch point where players are most likely to make 
an in-app purchase without being driven to churn is essential 
in free-to-play games. Playtesting, analytics and biometric 
testing are often used to discover the pinch point.

See BIOMETRIC PLAYTESTING

See GRIND

See SOCIAL PROOF

Back to INDEX

Pinch  

points
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In the gaming industry, extinction refers to the point at which a 
gambler runs out of money. Playing to extinction occurs when 
a player ends their game session with zero funds, either in 
reserve or in fact.

In gambling machine design, encouraging play-to-extinction 
behaviors drives revenues, and drives addiction.

Counterintuitively, addicted gamblers seldom play to win, but 
rather play to maintain or increase their time-on-device, or the 
amount of time spent in a flow state. Casinos, however, play to 
win.

This, along with play-to-extinction behaviors, works to the 
house’s advantage. Leslie Cummings, in “A Typology of 
Technology Applications to Expedite Gaming Productivity,” 
describes the drive by casinos as “the constant cycling of 
player action toward large numbers of wagers in order to place 
the gaming operation at the greatest win advantage relative to 
players.”

See CHURN EFFECT

See FLOW

See TIME-ON-DEVICE

Back to INDEX

Player delight is a sense of joy at an unexpected feature of 
the game. It is an oblique reference to Noriaki Kano’s theory 
of product development and customer satisfaction. Kano 
divides a product’s qualities into five categories, one of which is 
attractiveness, unexpectedly delighting the consumer.

Player delight is often derived from a kind of spectacle, in the 
Debordian sense, ranging from the Peggle’s Beethoven’s-9th-
victory-sequence, to Sackboy’s confetti dance at the end of 
each Little Big Planet level.

Back to INDEX

Play-to- 

extinction

Player delight 
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Power-ups are virtual goods that immediately enhance 
a player’s gaming experience. The enhancement can be 
functional, or can yield status.

Power-ups are a constituent element of the core loop, 
and essential to rigorous free-to-play monetization. The 
advantage of the power-up must be easily felt, creating 
a marked shift in the player’s gaming experience, to be 
truly effective. Incremental power-ups often discourage 
retention.

Power-ups most often yield advantage to the player, but 
in complex game design they might also arrive with subtle 
demerits. The combination of power-ups can yield a number 
of complex effects. At its best, layered power-up rulesets 
can result in emergent strategic gameplay, as in Vlambeer’s 
premium game, Ridiculous Fishing, oft cited as one of the 
best casual game designs on record.

See CORE LOOP

Back to INDEX

The Pyramid is a metaphor created by consultant and author 
Nicholas Lovell to serve as a contrasting visual mnemonic 
to “the funnel”. Where the funnel is based on Elias St. Elmo 
Lewis’ acquisition-retention-monetization marketing model, 
the metaphor of the pyramid concerns game design, and is 
based on a “core loop”, a “retention game”, and “the superfan 
game”.

Lovell describes his “core loop” as the primary game activity a 
player repeatedly performs. His “retention game” is equivalent 
to a set of return triggers. And the “superfan game” is “a 
strongly social and competitive end-game” where the game 
stops functioning as a game, and becomes the player’s hobby.

See CORE LOOP

See FUNNEL

Back to INDEX

Power-ups

Pyramid
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Rarity is a quality used by game designers to encourage 
player acquisition of status items. In gacha and card battle 
mechanics, rare items are called “chase rares”, a term 
originally used by Magic The Gathering players. Physical chase 
rares often prices as high as $2,000 on the secondary market.

While with digital duplication and 3D printing rarity has 
become unusual in the broader economy, rarity remains a 
fundamental feature of free-to-play game design, and is a 
constituent element in gacha.

See GACHA

See STATUS ITEM

Back to INDEX

Retention — The opposite of Churn. The percentage of players 
who stick with a game. Usually expressed monthly.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Rarity

Retention
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Return triggers are mechanics motivating players to return to 
a game. As Will Luton notes, their function is opposite to that 
of sessioning.

Return triggers are tied closely to every type of retention. They 
take many forms:

  Appointment triggers — actions that yield rewards at 
a set time in the future. In Real Racing 3, car upgrades 
function as appointment triggers, taking a certain 
number of hours or days to complete. Players anticipate 
an enhanced gaming experience, knowing that when they 
return, they will have a more powerful car.

  Competitive return triggers — retention mechanics 
based around competition with other players. 
Leaderboards and achievements are the most common 
examples.

  Social commitment triggers — retention mechanics 
built around a sense of social obligation. An example 
would be the so-called asynchronous turn-based 
mechanics in LetterPress, Words with Friends, and Draw 
Something. While a game is live, a real player waits at 
the other side of the turn, expecting a human response.

See COMPETITIVE RETURN TRIGGERS

See LEADERBOARDS

See SESSIONING

Back to INDEX

Return  

triggers
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Reward schedules are free-to-play game design’s equivalent 
to psychology’s schedules of reinforcement in operant 
conditioning. These are rules stating when and at what 
intervals a behavior will be rewarded — either positively or 
negatively. In free-to-play, the reinforcement is most often 
positive as negative rewards discourage engagement.

The goal is to strengthen the likelihood of a repetition of the 
behavior, as in return triggers.

Varieties of reinforcement schedules include: fixed-ratio 
schedules; variable-ratio schedules; fixed interval schedules; 
variable interval schedules; and, variable interval & ratio 
schedules, or intermittent variable reward.

See INTERMITTENT VARIABLE REWARD

See RETURN TRIGGERS

See SKINNER BOX

Back to INDEX

ROI — Return On Investment, a key performance indicator 
(KPI) contrasting total revenue with total spend.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

Reward  

schedules

ROI
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Session Length — Session Length is useful in conjunction with 
Daily Sessions, and is a measure of the length of a single play 
session.

See ANALYTICS

Back to INDEX

A session is a period of play in a game, and sessioning is a 
game designer’s attempt to control that period of time. As 
Will Luton points out, few games are so perfect a player will 
play them from beginning to end in a single sitting (Journey 
is a notable exception). Most players leave a session out 
of boredom. Sessioning is the game designer’s attempt to 
counter this, and leave a nonetheless departing audience 
wanting more.

Tile-based resource management games sporting wait 
mechanics — Farmville, The Simpsons - Tapped Out, etc. — 
use blatant wait mechanics. In each game session, players 
choose an action for each tile — grow a crop, etc. Once an 
action is assigned to each tile, the player cannot progress until 
the next session. Luton calls this explicit sessioning.

Energy or in-game currency is also used as a sessioning 
tool. Without energy, the player cannot carry on grinding or 
progressing through the game. Luton uses the example of 
Bejeweled Blitz, and calls this implicit sessioning.

Good sessioning requires considered thought around both 
exit points, and return triggers, otherwise players are likely to 
churn.

See CHURN RATE

See CURRENCY

See GRIND

See RETURN TRIGGER

See SESSION LENGTH

See WAIT LOOP

Back to INDEX

Session  

Length

Sessioning
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The Skinner box is an operant conditioning chamber created 
by psychologist B. F. Skinner in the early 1930s, and is 
based on psychologist and animal behaviorist Edward 
Thorndike’s puzzle box.

The near mythic illustration for a Skinner Box is a rat in a 
cage featuring lights, a food dispenser, a response trigger, 
and an electrical grid for a floor. If the rat taps the response 
trigger after seeing the light illuminate, food is released. 
If not, the rat gets a shock. Through this system of positive 
and negative reinforcements, the rat is trained.

In game design, “Skinner box” is used as a metaphor for 
the use of reward schedules in operant conditioning to 
encourage repetitive behaviors.

See REWARD SCHEDULES

Back to INDEX

When people assume the actions of others to reflect correct 
behavior, this is called “social proof” or “informational 
social influence”.

Social proof is used in free-to-play game design to teach 
players to make in-app purchases, most famously in Zynga’s 
Farmville, where players visiting other players’ farms see 
items they can acquire either through grinding or in-app 
purchases.

In less socialized mobile game design, social proof is 
adapted as a model for designing tutorial systems, which 
are used to teach players to spend virtual currency as a 
route to success within a game.

See GRIND

Back to INDEX

Skinner box

Social proof
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Retention mechanics built around a sense of social 
obligation. An example would be the so-called 
asynchronous turn-based mechanics in LetterPress, Words 
with Friends, and Draw Something. While a game is live, a 
real player waits at the other side of the turn, expecting a 
human response.

See ASYNCHRONOUS AND SYNCHRONOUS PLAY

See RETURN TRIGGERS

Back to INDEX

Status items (or vanity items) are virtual goods that deliver 
a sense of status and exclusivity to a player. These are often 
special costumes for playable characters, special weapons 
that typically convey no functional advantage, or “rare” 
vehicles, again with no functional advantage.

That it can be displayed to other players, and that it is 
rare or difficult to acquire, are constituent features of 
status items. If they cannot be displayed, they fail in their 
fundamental purpose, as status is conveyed through the 
eyes of other players. A virtual good that is easily acquired 
also contains little or no status.

The first wave of players acquiring a status item acquire it in 
order to stand out from the crowd. Members of the second 
wave acquire the item in order to mark themselves as part 
of an elite group. Mainstream players acquire the item as a 
way of fitting in.

See FUNCTIONAL ADVANTAGE

Back to INDEX

Social commitment 

triggers

Status items
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See ASYNCHRONOUS AND SYNCHRONOUS PLAY

Back to INDEX

Time-on-device is a term from the gaming industry denoting 
the amount of time in a single session. In gambling, the 
stated goal of casinos is for the user to play-to-extinction — 
to play until their money is gone. As the odds always favor 
the house, the longer a gambler plays, the more likely they 
are to lose their money.

Somewhat counterintuitively, play-to-extinction in free-to-
play works against the goals of the developer. As explored 
in sessioning, players are unlikely to play a game from 
beginning to end. Ideally, then, the designed exit point 
should be one at which the player is left wanting more, 
rather than one at which the player becomes bored and is 
likely to churn.

Similarly, a player who exhausts their financial resources 
each gaming session, or exhausts even a supply of a vital 
in-game resource, is less likely to return. The solution is 
to tune resource depletion around exit points designed 
to encourage daily sessions, and to exercise rigorous 
balancing.

See BALANCE

See PLAY-TO-EXTINCTION

See RETURN TRIGGER

See SESSIONING

Back to INDEX

Synchronous play

Time-on-device
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Based on five-card draw, video poker is a video casino game 
similar to video slots. Video poker is the most popular form 
of gambling in the United States. Video poker makes heavy 
use of operant conditioning, as well as most of the gambling 
mechanics mentioned in this book. Addiction researcher 
Nancy Petry says of video poker, as cited in Natasha Dow 
Schüll’s “Addiction by Design”: “No other form of gambling 
manipulates the human mind as beautifully as these 
machines.”

Video poker is particularly notable for its use of losses 
disguised as wins and multiline betting, as well as 
inducement of flow states and play-to-extinction behaviors.

See FLOW

See LOSSES DISGUISED AS WINS

See MULTILINE SLOT MACHINES

See PLAY-TO-EXTINCTION

See SKINNER BOX

Back to INDEX

Video poker
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Virtual Reel Mapping is a technology invented by Inge 
Telnaes to decrease the odds on physical three-reel slot 
machines, paving the way for larger jackpots and mass 
market uptake of physical slots and eventually video slot 
machines.

In the 1970s, a single reel in a physical three-reel 
slot machine typically contained 22 stops — eleven 
corresponding to fruits, and eleven aligned to the blank 
spaces between fruits. This yielded 10,648 (223) possible 
combinations per transaction, and on a machine with one 
jackpot fruit per reel, a 1 in 10,648 chance of winning the 
jackpot. This prevented casinos from offering more than a 
$10,648 jackpot on a $1 machine, otherwise the odds would 
favor the player.

Players resisted machines with larger reels, the reel size, 
and thus the size of the machine itself, making it clear the 
odds were poor. Mathematician Inge Telnaes resolved the 
issue for casino owners by inventing virtual reel mapping.

On pre-virtual reel mapped machines, when a gambler 
pressed the “spin” button a random number generator 
(RNG) determined the position where each reel would stop. 
Virtual reel mapped machines introduced a “virtual reel” 
between the RNG and each physical reel, creating 32 virtual 
stops. These 32 stops were mapped to the 22 physical stops, 
with a disproportionate weighting toward blank stops, thus 
extracting 1 in 64 odds from a 22-stop reel.

Most important for the free-to-play game designer is 
the difference between perceived odds and actual odds. 
Gamblers believed they were less likely to win at large 
machines with outsized slot reels sporting 64 fruits, even 
when the odds were the same as at smaller, virtual-reel-
mapped machines. This perception introduced friction into 
gambling transactions, and decreased continuous gaming 
productivity.

see CONTINUOUS GAMING PRODUCTIVITY

Back to INDEX

Virtual  

reel mapping
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In gaming, volatility is used to refer to a gambling machine’s 
capacity for dramatic wins and payouts — epic wins. High 
volatility yields big wins.

Virtual reel mapping made highly volatile slot machines 
possible by decreasing the odds of a jackpot win.

Players with a drive to win tend to favor games with a low 
hit frequency but high volatility. Players seeking flow states, 
or given to the grind, tend to be attracted by high hit, low 
volatility games.

See BARTLE TYPES

See EPIC WINS

See FLOW

See GRIND

See VIRTUAL REEL MAPPING

Back to INDEX

Wait loops are one of the best known mechanics for free-
to-play game design. Will Luton in “Free-to-Play: Making 
Money From Games You Give Away”, describes them as a 
wait step between action and reward: “Do a thing, wait, get 
a thing.”

Wait loops force players to wait in real time for the game to 
deliver rewards that allow players to power-up characters, 
weapons or territory, and were made famous by Zynga’s 
Farmville.

Wait loops are dismissed by many contemporary game 
designers in favor of grinding.

See CORE LOOP

See GRIND

See POWER-UPS

Back to INDEX

Volatility

Wait loop
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Whales are players in free-to-play games whose spend 
is grossly disproportionate to the average. A whale might 
spend $1,500 each month, when the average is $4, for 
example.

Players are often divided into three categories: whales, 
dolphins and minnows, in a segmented monetization 
strategy. According to Billboard Magazine, the roots of the 
terms lie in the casino industry.

Minnows are free players, and account for up to 98% of 
users. Despite their reputation as freeloaders, minnows 
are a critical part of the monetization strategy, providing 
diversity in player-vs-player games, and marketing through 
word-of-mouth social channels.

Dolphins, although small in number, generate as much as 
half of a game’s revenue, and are often afforded significant 
customization options by game developers. Whales are 
treated like Las Vegas high rollers, as they account for 
anywhere from 50 to 90% of a game’s revenue.

Although the terms originated in the gaming industry, and 
are entrenched in the vernacular of free-to-play game 
design, the strategy has been readily adopted by other 
industries — most notably music.

See PARETO DISTRIBUTION

Back to INDEX

Zero-sum games are scorched-earth player-vs-player 
games with one winner, and at least one loser, and nothing 
in between. Historically, this referred to player vs player 
battles in MMOs like Dungeons & Dragons Online. In the 
current casual game marketplace, zero-sum games include 
word games like LetterPress, with a clear winner and loser, 
and its scorched-earth mechanic Smurfing (capturing all of 
the boards tiles in one move, turning the board Smurf blue).

See BARTLE TYPES

Back to INDEX

Whale

Zero-sum  

games
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